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SPECIFIC AIMS
Approach to writing and examples

DEVELOPING THE PLAN
SPECIFIC AIMS

• Must immediately capture the reader’s attention
• Must state the long-term objectives and expected impact
• Must clearly and explicitly state hypotheses and the research
question
• Limited to 1 page
• A graphic can be more powerful than a block of text.
• Tell reviewers what the results will mean!
Make sure to clearly state your hypotheses and specific aims!

CENTRAL HYPOTHESIS
• A strong central hypothesis (or hypotheses) anchors your Specific Aims to a
common theme, not just a common field of research.
• It also keeps focus with writing the proposal and performing the research if
your grant is funded.
• A strong hypothesis is well-focused and testable by the Specific Aims and
experiments.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
• Does my proposed project tackle an important problem in a
significant field?
• Are my Specific Aims capable of opening up new
discoveries in my field?
• Would reviewers regard the work as new and unique?
• Are my Specific Aims likely to exert a significant influence on
the research field(s) involved?
• Are my Specific Aims written clearly and easy to
understand?

EXAMPLE INTRODUCTORY
PARAGRAPH

Michelle, 2015

EXAMPLE SECOND PARAGRAPH

Michelle, 2015

EXAMPLE AIMS

Michelle, 2015

EXAMPLE FINAL PARAGRAPH

Michelle, 2015

CHECKLIST
o I keep to the one-page limit.

o Each of my two or three aims is a narrowly focused, concrete objective I can achieve during the grant.
o My aims highlight the significance of the research to science and health.

o They give a clear picture of how my project can generate knowledge that may improve human health.
o They show my project's importance to science, how it addresses a critical research opportunity that can move my field
forward.

o My text states how my work is innovative.

o I describe the biology to the extent needed for my reviewers.
o I give a rationale for choosing the topic and approach.

o I tie the project to my preliminary data and other new findings in the field.
o I explicitly state my hypothesis and why testing it is important.
o My aims can test my hypothesis and are logical.

o I can design and lead the execution of two or three sets of experiments that will strive to accomplish each aim.
o As much as possible, I use language that an educated person without expertise can understand.

o My text has bullets, bolding, or headers so reviewers can easily spot my aims (and other key items).

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/grants-contracts/write-research-plan

DEVELOPING THE
RESEARCH STRATEGY
Tips, tricks, and NIH recommendations

RECOMMENDED NIH FORMAT
Specific Aims (1 page)
Research Strategy (12 pages for R01, R156 & R34; 6 pages for R03 & R21)
Progress Report (Only if a renewal)
Significance
Rigor of the Prior Research:
Literature & Preliminary Studies in Support of Aims
Significance of the Expected Research Contribution
Innovation
Approach
Each Specific Aim (same format for each)
Introductory Paragraph
Research Design
Expected Outcomes
Often missing from Specific Aims
Potential Problems & Alternative Approaches
See above
Timetable
Future Directions (Optional)

SIGNIFICANCE VS. INNOVATION
• Significance is the positive impact something is likely to have on some other
thing.
• Part I – critical review of the literature
• Part 2 – Statement of Significance – What is the positive impact that your
contribution will have? (ITALICS)
• Part 3 – discussion of the expected benefits

• Innovation is a new and substantively different way of
considering/addressing something, which opens new horizons.

• Part 1 – use citations from literature to frame status quo.
• Part 2 – Statement of Innovation – (ITALICS)
• Part 3 – describe how work will break down barriers that have prevented others
from reaching new horizons.

THE SIGNIFICANCE SUBSECTION
NIH-recommended format:
Research Strategy
Significance:
Rigor of the Prior Research:
Overall Scientific Premise
Aim #1 Scientific Premise: Literature & Preliminary Data
Aim #2 Scientific Premise: Literature & Preliminary Data
Significance of Expected Research Contribution

3-PART APPROACH TO
SIGNIFICANCE
• Part 1 – Provide a critical analysis of the literature. Identify the gaps/need.
Clearly frame why this is a problem that must be solved.
• Part 2 – A simple, direct statement regarding why the expected contribution
is important – why is it significant? NIH recommends this statement be written
entirely in italics.
• Part 3 – Discuss the tangible benefits that could credibly be expected to
accrue to the contribution you expect to make. Examples include vertical
enhancement of the field, reduced morbidity/mortality, reduced costs for
medical care, improvements in quality of life, and so on.

CONSIDERATIONS
What effects
on concepts/
methods that
drive the field?

How will it
advance
scientific
knowledge?

Does this
address an
important
problem?

THE INNOVATION SUBSECTION
• Innovation refers to a new and substantive departure from the status quo
that addresses an important public-health problem, thereby enabling new,
NIH-pertinent horizons that otherwise would likely have remained
unattainable.
• 2 core ideas:

• Departure from the status quo
• Attainment of new, NIH-relevant horizons

• To have the greatest chance for funding, you must argue that your project is
truly innovative.
• Do not simply state that it is innovative.

3-PART APPROACH TO
INNOVATION
• Part 1 – Use citations from the literature to frame the status quo.
Diplomatically discuss why previous approaches have been unsatisfactory.
• Part 2 – State why your project is innovative. Begin with “The proposed
research is innovative, in our opinion, because it represents a substantive
departure from the status quo by…” State what makes your project different
and sets it apart.
• Part 3 – Describe how your proposal will break down barriers that have
prevented others from reaching the new horizons that you envision, for
example, new areas of research or clinical care that probably would have
remained unattainable without the innovation you propose.

FOR INNOVATION, ASK…
Does the project challenge
existing paradigms or develop
new methodologies or
technologies?

Are the aims original and
innovative?

Does the project use novel
concepts, approaches, or
methods?

Tip:
Don’t simply
say the project
is innovative –
show them how
it is innovative
by directly
addressing
these questions.

THE APPROACH SUBSECTION
Approach

Each Specific Aim (same format for each)
Introductory Paragraph
Research Design
Expected Outcomes
Potential Problems & Alternative Approaches
Timeline
Future Directions

PRELIMINARY STUDIES
• Strengthen the application
• Show availability of key resources, familiarity with proposed methods, and
approach to interpreting results
• Show that work is promising, feasible, and has potential impact
• Can be

• Qualitative
• Quantitative
• Come from collaborator

Source: NIH National Institutes of Health

FOR CLINICAL STUDIES
• Be explicit and thorough in your discussion of:
• Intervention or system to be studied
• Target population
• Inclusion and exclusion criteria
• Independent and dependent variables
• All measures and instruments
• Power analysis
Note: Detailed study information belongs in the Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form

ALSO ASK YOURSELF…
Tip:
Reviewers want to
see evidence that
you have
adequately
considered and
addressed potential
difficulties, and
have a plan for
dealing with them if
they arise.

Are the conceptual
framework, design,
methods, and analyses
adequately developed,
well-integrated, and
appropriate to the aims of
the project?

Do you acknowledge
potential problem areas
and consider alternatives?

TIPS FOR THE RESEARCH STRATEGY

• Make sure the plan flows logically from the literature review and previous
findings.
• Note how each hypothesis will be evaluated.

• Make sure the measures capture the variables that you need in order to test
your hypotheses.
• Tell them why you picked those measures.
• Your methods and analyses must match.

Strong Significance

•Important problem in public health
•High impact

High Innovation

Strong Track Record

•Well-qualified applicant
•Compelling publications

Clear Rationale

Preliminary Data

Focused Approach

Attention to Details

Hallmarks of
an
Outstanding
Application

•Relevant
•Supportive
•That provides unambiguous results

•Spelling, punctuation, grammar, fonts
•Clarity of data, error bars

Source: NIH

COMMON PROBLEMS
Weak Impact

Avoid descriptive or incremental projects

Failure to

No Evidence of Feasibility

Too Ambitious

Flawed Approach

Distinguish empirical findings from speculation
Critically analyze key themes in the literature;
Read, understand, & cite crucial studies
Lacks focus, too many unrelated or interdependent
aims

Without discussion of pitfalls and alternative approaches

NEED SOME EXAMPLES?
You can find sample applications and summary statements by type (research
grants, small business grants, training and fellowship grants) at the website
below:
• https://www.niaid.nih.gov/grants-contracts/sample-applications

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Resources, independence & institutional support, collaborators &
consultants, investigators, environment

RESOURCES
• Applicants should clearly state that they have the appropriate resources to
conduct the research, such as adequate equipment and laboratory space.
When possible, include letters of commitment for these resources.
• Understand the level of resources needed to compete.
• Conduct an organizational assessment.
• Determine what resources and support your organization has and what
additional support you'll need.
• Consider whether the available equipment and facilities are adequate and
whether the environment is conducive to the research.
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/format-and-write/write-your-application.htm

INDEPENDENCE & INSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORT
• This is important for all investigators, but particularly for new and early stage
investigators or those who are early in their independent careers:
• Provide reviewers evidence that you have the appropriate experience and
training to lead and manage the research project.
• Letters of reference and institutional commitment are important.
• Mention any start-up funds, support for a technician, etc. This is a positive
indicator of institutional commitment to the peer reviewers.

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/format-and-write/write-your-application.htm

COLLABORATORS &
CONSULTANTS
• Determine the expertise needed for your research study team (individuals, collaborating
organizations, resources, etc.). Most scientific work requires collaboration among researchers.
• Include letters of commitment in your application that clearly spell out the roles of the
collaborators. The grant application should contain a signed letter from each collaborator to the
applicant that lists the contribution he or she intends to make and his or her commitment to the
work. These letters are often the primary assurance the reviewers have that this work will in fact be
done.
• For consultants, letters should include rate/charge for consulting services.
• If you are planning to apply with multiple-principal investigators, then take the following into
consideration:

• The format, peer review and administration of applications submitted with multiple PIs do have some
significant differences from the traditional single-PI application. Therefore, it is essential to consider all
aspects of the funding mechanism before applying, regardless of the type of research proposal to
be submitted.
• All applicants proposing team science efforts are strongly encouraged to contact their NIH program
officials at the earliest possible date to discuss the appropriateness submitting with multiple-PIs for the
support of their research.
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/format-and-write/write-your-application.htm

ENVIRONMENT
Does it
contribute
to the
probability
of success?

Does the
project
take
advantage
of unique
features?

Is there
evidence
of
institutional
support?

Your personal statement
and biosketch should
indicate that:
You are
appropriately
trained and well
suited to carry out
the work,

The proposed work
is appropriate to
the experience
level of the PI and
other researchers,
and

The team brings
complementary
and integrated
expertise to the
project

Look at introductory sentence of each
paragraph (most important).

GENERAL WRITING TIPS

Not just
solid text

Use
bullets

Use
graphics

Use headings
and
subheadings,
bold and
underline, no
italics

Use type faces
with serifs, like
Times. Do not
“justify all.”

Avoid noun
strings,
adverbs, the
word “very.”

Cite everything, including your own previous work.

RIGOR &
REPRODUCIBILITY
What are they, and how do you address them?

RIGOR AND REPRODUCIBILITY
NIH reviewers are asked to search for evidence that an applicant has been
responsive to the areas that NIH deems important to enhancing rigor and
reproducibility. These areas are:
• The scientific premise (foundation of knowledge) for the proposed research
• Rigorous experimental design for robust and unbiased results
• Consideration of relevant biological variables
• Authentication of key biological and/or chemical resources

NIH extramural office of rigor and reproducibility:
https://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm

WHERE IN THE APPLICATION?

RIGOR OF THE PRIOR RESEARCH
• Refers to the research that is used to form the basis for the proposed
research question.
• NIH expects applicants to describe the general strengths and weaknesses of
the prior research being cited by the investigator as crucial to support the
application.
• This consideration of general strengths and weaknesses could include
attention to the rigor of the previous experimental designs, as well as the
incorporation of relevant biological variables and authentication of key
resources.

RIGOROUS EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
• Scientific rigor is the strict application of the scientific method to ensure
robust and unbiased experimental design, methodology, analysis,
interpretation and reporting of results.
• This includes full transparency in reporting experimental details so that others
may reproduce and extend the findings.
• NIH expects applicants to describe how they will achieve robust and
unbiased results when describing the experimental design and proposed
methods.
• Robust results are obtained using methods designed to avoid bias and can
be reproduced under well-controlled and reported experimental conditions.

SCIENTIFIC RIGOR EXAMPLE 1

https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/resources.htm

SCIENTIFIC RIGOR EXAMPLE 2

https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/resources.htm

NIH TRAINING MODULES
NIH has developed four video modules
with accompanying discussion
materials that focus on integral
components of reproducibility and
rigor in the research endeavor, such as
bias, blinding, and exclusion criteria.
• https://www.nih.gov/researchtraining/rigor-reproducibility/training

CONSIDERATION OF SEX AND
OTHER BIOLOGICAL VARIABLES
• NIH expects that sex as a biological variable will be factored into research designs,
analyses, and reporting in vertebrate animal and human studies.
• Appropriate analysis and transparent reporting of data by sex may enhance the
rigor, transparency, and applicability of preclinical biomedical research.
• Strong justification from the scientific literature, preliminary data, or other relevant
considerations must be provided for applications proposing to study only one sex.
• Investigators should consider other biological variables, as appropriate, in the design
and analyses of their proposed studies. Research plans and findings should clearly
indicate which biological variables are tested or controlled.
• Clear justification should be provided for exclusion of variables that may be relevant
but are not considered in the research plan.

AUTHENTICATION OF KEY BIOLOGICAL
AND/OR CHEMICAL RESOURCES
• Key biological and/or chemical resources include:
• This will not affect the Overall Impact score.
• Reviewers will simply rate this as “Acceptable” or “Unacceptable”
• If “Unacceptable”, they must say why.

AUTHENTICATION OF KEY BIOLOGICAL
AND/OR CHEMICAL RESOURCES
• The quality of the resources used to conduct research is critical to the ability to
reproduce the results. NIH expects that key biological and/or chemical resources will
be regularly authenticated to ensure their identity and validity for use in the
proposed studies.
• Key biological and/or chemical resources may or may not be generated with NIH
funds and: 1) may differ from laboratory to laboratory or over time; 2) may have
qualities and/or qualifications that could influence the research data; and 3) are
integral to the proposed research.
• These include, but are not limited to, cell lines, specialty chemicals, antibodies and
other biologics.
• Researchers should transparently report on what they have done to authenticate
key resources, so that consensus can emerge.
• Describe in your proposal what you would do to authenticate key resources.

Chemicals
All acquired compounds and reagents will
be authenticated for both identity and purity
using standard techniques and methods for
the characterization of small molecules
according to the guidelines of the American
Chemical Society
(http://pubs.acs.org/page/jacsat/submission
/authors.html). Experimental techniques
employed routinely in the lab for the
authentication of chemicals include NMR,
EPR, and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy,
mass spectrometry, X-ray diffraction analysis,
cyclic voltammetry, magnetometry, and
combustion analysis. This information will be
included in peer-reviewed publications on
the project, along with details on
commercial sources for precursors and any
necessary purification, handling and storage
of reagents and products (e.g., under an
inert atmosphere).

EXAMPLES
Antibodies
for proteins associated with NNNNN
were obtained from commercial
manufacturers providing hybridoma
clone identification, lot number and
appropriate references. The specificity
of the antibodies employed in this study
will be authenticated by immunoblot
analysis (including knockdown samples
when possible) and appropriate
controls are included in every
experiment. In addition, we will monitor
the Antibody Registry database
(http://antibodyregistry.org/) to be
aware of any issues observed by other
investigators with antibodies in use in
our laboratory.

https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/resources.htm#authentication

https://www.nih.gov/research-training/rigor-reproducibility/resources

QUESTIONS?
• Send inquiries to reproducibility@nih.gov
• See also NIH Notice NOT-OD-16-011:

• https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-16-011.html

• Rigor and Reproducibility in NIH Applications: Resource Chart:

• https://grants.nih.gov/grants/RigorandReproducibilityChart508.pdf

NIH SCORING CRITERIA
What are they, and how do they work?
For Research Grants

THE SCORING SYSTEM
• The NIH grant application scoring system uses a 9-point rating scale (1 =
exceptional; 9 = poor) in whole numbers (no decimals) for Overall Impact
and Criterion scores for all applications. NIH expects that scores of 1 or 9 will
be used less frequently than the other scores.
• 5 is for a good medium-impact application and considered an average
score.
• No formula is used to derive the overall impact score from the individual
criterion scores, and reviewers are instructed to weigh the different criteria as
they see fit in deriving their overall scores.
Source: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/review/rev_prep/scoring.htm

Additional Review Criteria
• Study Timeline
• Protections for Human Subjects
• Inclusion of Women, Minorities, and
Children
• Vertebrate Animals
• Biohazards
• Resubmission
• Renewal
• Revision

5 Core-Review Criteria
Significance
Investigator(s)
Innovation
Approach
Environment

HOW DO THEY AFFECT THE SCORE?
The reviewer’s assessment of:
Rigor of the Prior Research
Scientific Rigor
Application of the Scientific
Method
Relevant Biological Variables

In this section of the grant:

Research
Strategy

Affects this core-review
criterion:
SIGNIFICANCE
APPROACH
APPROACH
APPROACH

Authentication of Key Biological or Chemical Resources will not influence the Overall Impact
score. Reviewers will grade this as “Acceptable” or “Unacceptable.” This is a separate
attachment.

THE OVERALL IMPACT SCORE
• Overall impact

• The likelihood that a project will exert a sustained, powerful influence on the
research field(s) involved.
Reviewers consider the 5 criteria: significance, investigator(s),
innovation, approach, environment (weighted based on reviewer’s
judgment) AND other score influences, such as human subjects, animal
welfare, inclusion plans, and biohazards.
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/scoring_guidance_research.pdf

FOR OVERALL IMPACT, ASK
YOURSELF…
• What is the likelihood for the project to exert a
sustained, powerful influence on the research field(s)
involved?
• In consideration of the 5 core-review criteria, and
• additional review criteria, as applicable to the
proposed project

LEVELS OF PEER REVIEW
• The first level of review is carried out by a Scientific Review Group (SRG)
composed primarily of non-federal scientists who have expertise in relevant
scientific disciplines and current research areas. They assign scores and write
summary statements.
The second level of review is performed by Institute and Center (IC) National
Advisory Councils or Boards. Councils are composed of both scientific and
public representatives chosen for their expertise, interest, or activity in
matters related to health and disease. [Overall Impact Score, Percentile,
Summary Statements] They make final funding decision.
Only applications that are recommended for approval by both the SRG and
the Advisory Council may be recommended for funding. Final funding
decisions are made by the IC Directors.

UNDERSTANDING PEER REVIEW
Reviewers will look at many applications.
Make yours easy to read and understand.
Convince the reviewer to be your advocate – make
it easy for them to want to give you the money.
The impact and significance should be clear
throughout.

FOR THE CURIOUS:
• https://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/Review_Criteria_at_a_
glance.pdf

RESOURCES

NIH ALL ABOUT GRANTS PODCAST
Topics are available in mp3 format (listening) and written transcripts.

https://grants.nih.gov/news/virtual-learning/podcasts.htm

WEBSITES
• National Science Foundation Preparing Proposals
• https://www.nsf.gov/funding/preparing/

• NIFA/USDA Grant Writing Tips

• https://nifa.usda.gov/sites/default/files/resource/General-GrantWriting-Tips-for-Success.pdf

• NIH Grant Writing Resources

• https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/formatand-write/write-your-application.htm

• Grants.gov Blog – Grant Writing Basics

• https://blog.grants.gov/category/learngrants/grant-writingbasics/

• NIH OER Grant Writing Tips

• https://grants.nih.gov/grants/grant_tips.htm

• NIMH Grant Writing Assistance and Tips

• https://www.nimh.nih.gov/funding/grant-writing-andapplication-process/grant-writing-assistance.shtml
• https://www.nimh.nih.gov/funding/grant-writing-andapplication-process/grant-writing-tips

PUBLICATIONS
• Stephen W. Russell and David C. Morrison, The Grant Application Writer’s
Workbook, NIH version, 2020.
• William Gerin, Christine Kapelewski, and Niki L. Page, Writing the NIH Grant
Proposal: A Step-by-Step Guide,3rd Edition, Sage Publications, Inc., 2018.
• Laura N. Gitlin, Successful Grant Writing for Health and Human Service
Professionals, Fifth Edition, Springer Publishing Company, 2020.
• Alexis Carter Black, Getting Grants: The Complete Manual of Proposal
Development and Administration, Self-Counsel Press, Bellingham, WA, 2017.

STAFF EDITOR
Ms. Kathy Kyler is the VPR staff editor. Her
editorial assistance is available on request
without charge through the VPR office.
In general, turnaround time is 7 business days
for manuscripts and 5 business days for grant
proposals of ≤12 pages for the research plan.
Submit your proposal or manuscript project
in an MS Word format to Kathy at KathyKyler@ouhsc.edu.

